ItemsOnweb
Item Banking Solution
& Exam Administration

Manage your Item Bank and Examinations
with a simple, secure and integrated solution

ItemsOnweb

The system allows Authors, Reviewers, Directors and Administrators to develop and manage all activities
associated with item composition and revision, thus creating an item bank. The creation of examinations
then becomes possible with many variables available.

1 Create Items
Standardise the process of item authoring by
incorporating ItemsOnWeb. A flexible tool
that provides everything needed to create
the item bank in a controlled and secure
manner, reducing time and effort and
maximising results. ItemsOnWeb supports
several item types and formats including
subjective, digital and multiple choice items.

3 Compose Exams
Define and create your own exams within the
tool. Exams can contain any item type from
the item bank, allowing for the creation of
mutliple test types, adapted to the institution
and content requirements. After defining the
exam, publish it to the associated candidates,
defining the dates and times in which the
examination will take place. ItemsOnWeb
will automatically take care of managing the
schedule, making the exams available to the
correct candidates as defined.
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2 Review Content
Streamline the item review process, collect
valuable information faster, simpler, cheaper
and more accurately.
Introduce a central repository to the
organisation with evaluated items, accessible
whenever and wherever they are needed.
Allow experts to analyse the content and
provide improvements and suggestions.
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4 Enroll Candidates
ItemsOnWeb allows the candidate to be
assigned to an exam. Candidate information
can be imported using a template, or
generated on demand. ItemsOnWeb will
provide each candidate with a unique
username to access the module and complete
the corresponding exams.

6 Get Reports
ItemsOnWeb provides multiple reports for
each stage and process available in the
application. Get valuable and calculated
information regarding candidates results,
exam performance, item level statistical
information, as well as item authoring, quality
and user interaction within the process. Take
advantage of the technology to improve and
optimise your current process.

5 Administer Exams
ItemsOnWeb allows institutions to make
exams available to students on a web based
module. Each assigned candidate will be
provided with credentials to log in to the
module. Once authenticated, students will
receive the available exams. They will be able
to begin and complete the exam providing
the required answers in multiple formats
(multiple choice, open-ended, images, files
among others). ItemsOnWeb provides a
secure channel to deliver and retrieve
candidates information, ensuring the security
and integrity of information.

Add Value
Reduce time, effort, risks and logistics in the
process while creating statistical validation,
item standardisation, security, consistency
and access to real-time information. Increase
the quality of the content, improving the
overall process with ItemsOnWeb.

TECHNOLOGY AND KNOWLEDGE APPLIED, CREATING INFORMATION THAT
LEADS YOUR PROCESS TO IMPROVEMENT

Many Reasons to incorporate ItemsOnWeb into
your process
1 Process Control
Be in control of all stages of the process at all
times from any location. ItemsOnWeb
provides for different levels for users to obtain
different information, to track and follow up
the overall process.

1 Availability of Information
Organise your work and activities by having
the necessary information in the required time
in one solution. Forget about combining
multiple reports from different areas /
solutions. Get all the information you need
from ItemsOnWeb.

1 Differential Matters
ItemsOnWeb is designed with the
understanding that each institution is unique
and it is fully adaptable to the institutions
processes and standards. Experience how easy
it is to incorporate ItemsOnWeb into your
daily work and obtain immediate benefits.
For any further information visit:
www.csx.co.za
Or contact our sales team:
Head office: +27 11 663 9300
e-mail: info@csx.co.za
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1 Reduce Time and Efforts
Integrating ItemsOnWeb will reduce time
and decrease costs, as it simplifies the item
banking population and maintenance at the
same time as providing a robust platform to
deploy tests to candidates. Allowing the
institution to incorporate updated technology
in an efficient and logical way.
Authors, Reviewers, Subject Officers,
Institution authorities and Candidates will be
able to interact from their own locations.

1 User Friendly
ItemsOnWeb layout is simple and specifically
designed for a pedagogical environment. The
use of the solution requires minimal training
as it is very intuitive, and users will enjoy
simple interaction within the application.

